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ABSTRACT

This study examines the role of different design
constraints applied to the multidisciplinary design
optimization of a strut-braced wing (SBW) transonic
passenger aircraft. Four different configurations are
examined: the reference cantilever wing aircraft, a
fuselage mounted engine SBW, a wing mounted engine
SBW, and a wingtip mounted engine SBW. The mission
profile was for 325-passengers, Mach 0.85 and a 7500
nautical mile range with a 500 nautical mile reserve.

The sensitivity of the designs with respect to the
individual design constraints was calculated using
Lagrange multipliers. A design space visualization
technique was also used to gain insight into the role of
the different constraints in determining the design
configuration. This design visualization technique uses a
classic ‘thumbprint’ plot to represent the design space.

As expected, all the designs are very sensitive to the
range constraint. The designs are also sensitive to the
field performance constraints. The design visualization
revealed that the second segment climb gradient
constraint was a limiting factor in all the designs. It was
also found that the wing mounted engines SBW and tip
mounted engines SBW designs are more constrained
than the cantilever wing optimum and fuselage mounted
engines SBW designs.

INTRODUCTION

Transonic passenger transport aircraft designs over the
past 50 years have utilized the same general
configuration, the cantilever low wing concept. Keeping
the general layout the same, advances in this concept
have relied on advances in individual technologies, such
as better engines, airfoil designs, high lift devices and
control system alternatives. It is quite unlikely that major
improvements in performance will occur if new design
configurations are not considered in the transonic
passenger transport aircraft industry. One such design
configuration is the strut-braced wing design concept.
Although this design configuration is common among
small general aviation aircraft, it is rare in the large
passenger transport arena.

The idea of using a truss-braced wing configuration for a
transonic transport originated with Werner Phenninger
[1] at Northrop in the early 1950s. The strut-braced wing
(SBW) concept can be considered a subset of the truss-
braced wing configuration. Other SBW aircraft
investigations followed Phenninger’s work, notably by
Kulfan et al. [2] and Park [3] in 1978. Turriziani et al. [4]
considered the advantages of the strut-braced wing
concept on a subsonic business jet with an aspect ratio
of 25. He found that the strut-braced wing concept
achieved approximately 20% in fuel savings compared to
a similar cantilevered subsonic business jet.
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Recently, multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO)
was employed to take advantage of the interaction
between the various disciplines (such as aerodynamics
and structures) in the design of a SBW passenger
transport aircraft [5]. The Virginia Tech Multidisciplinary
Analysis and Design Center, motivated by discussions
with Dennis Bushnell, the Chief Scientist at NASA
Langley, used MDO to design such an aircraft. As a
result, it was found that the SBW concept provided
significant savings in take-off gross weight compared to a
similarly designed cantilever transport aircraft. Studies
[5], [6] found that the SBW configuration allowed for a
wing with higher aspect ratio and decreased wing
thickness without any increase in wing weight relative to
its cantilevered wing counterpart. Building on this work, a
joint study by Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
(LMAS) and Virginia Tech showed that a fuselage
mounted engines SBW configuration had a 9% savings
in TOGW over the cantilever baseline. Details of this work
can be found in references [7] and [8].

Innovative structural concepts are required to eliminate
the possibility of strut buckling under the -1g and taxi
bump cases. These structural considerations are
described by references [9] to [11].

To better understand the MDO process in the design of
the SBW aircraft, a study on the effects of the design
constraints were performed. This paper illustrates the
importance of different design constraints (such as field
performance constraints) on the overall MDO process
and the design evolution of the SBW aircraft. This
approach helps connect MDO to traditional aircraft sizing.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

GENERAL ASPECTS

The design of the SBW aircraft uses an MDO approach to
take advantage of the coupling between aerodynamics,
structures and performance. The objective of the
optimization is to minimize the take-off gross weight
(TOGW) of the aircraft. This is the traditional objective of
large transport designs and is a good general measure
for a robust system [12]. Four  different aircraft
configurations are considered: the reference cantilever
wing, fuselage mounted engines SBW, wing mounted
engines SBW, and tip mounted engines SBW. The
cantilever wing design is used as a baseline comparison
for the SBW designs, and also as a validation case with
which we can compare with existing aircraft. The mission
profile of the designs was for 325-passengers, Mach
0.85 and a 7500 nautical mile range with a 500 nautical

mile reserve. Figure 1 shows a summary diagram of the
mission profile. The Virginia Tech SBW code uses the
method of feasible directions implemented in the Design
Optimization Tools (DOT) software developed by
Vanderplatts R&D [13] to perform the optimization of the
design.

Depending on the configuration, a total of 15 to 22
design variables were employed. These include wing
half-span, chords, thickness to chord ratios, strut
position and geometry, engine location, thrust and
cruise altitude. Each design variable is given upper and
lower side constraints and then scaled to take a value
between 0 and 1. Table 1 gives a list of all the design
variables that are used for each of the different
configurations.

Design
Variables

Cantilever
Optimum

Fuselage
Mounted
Engines

SBW

Wing
Mounted
Engines

SBW

Tip
Mounted
Engines

SBW

Spanwise
position of
wing/strut
intersection

4 4 4

Wing semispan
(ft) 4 4 4 4
Wing sweep
(deg) 4 4 4 4
Strut sweep
(deg) 4 4 4
Strut chordwise
offset (ft) 4 4 4
Strut vertical
aerodynamic
offset (ft)

4 4 4

Wing centerline
chord (ft) 4 4 4
Wing break
chord (ft) 4
Wing tip chord
(ft) 4 4 4 4

Strut chord (ft) 4 4 4
Wing thickness
to chord ratio at
centerline

4 4 4 4

Wing thickness
to chord ratio at
breakpoint

4 4 4 4

Wing thickness
to chord ratio at
tip

4 4 4 4

Strut thickness
to chord ratio 4 4 4
Wing skin
thickness at
centerline (ft)

4 4 4 4

Strut tension
force (lbs) 4 4 4
Vertical tail
scaling factor 4 4 4 4
Fuel weight
(lbs) 4 4 4 4
Required thrust
(lbs) 4 4 4 4
Spanwise
position of
engine

4

Average cruise
altitude (ft) 4 4 4 4

Table 1: Design variables used in the different
configurations.

11,000 FT
T/O Field Length

7500 NMI Range

Climb

Mach 0.85 Cruise

140 Knots
Approach
Speed

Mach 0.85

500 NMI
Reserve Range

11,000 FT LDG
Field Length

Figure 1: Aircraft Mission Profile
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AERODYNAMICS

The aerodynamics model consists of a combination of
response surface equations developed from
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis, traditional
aerodynamics estimation methods, and theoretical
models. The drag components that are addressed are
parasite, induced, wave and interference drag. A
detailed discussion of these drag models can be found
in previous Virginia Tech SBW studies [6] and [14].

The parasitic drag model is based on applying form
factors to an equivalent flat plate skin friction drag
analysis. The amount of laminar flow on the wing and tails
is estimated by interpolating results from the Reynolds
number vs. sweep data obtained from the  F-14 Variable
Sweep Transition Flight Experiment (1984-1987) and
the Boeing 757 Natural Laminar Flow Glove Flight Test
(1985) [15]. For the fuselage, nacelles and pylon friction
drag, an input Reynolds number is used to determine
the transition location on those components.

To calculate induced drag, a discrete vortex method in
the Trefftz plane [16] was used. This gives the optimum
load distribution corresponding to the minimum induced
drag for an arbitrary, non-coplanar wing/truss
configuration.

For the wave drag calculation, the Korn equation,
modified to include sweep using simple sweep theory  is
used [17], [18]. This model estimates the drag
divergence Mach number as a function of airfoil
technology factor, thickness to chord ratio, section lift
coefficient, and sweep angle. The wave drag coefficient
is calculated for a wing strip from the critical Mach
number. Then, the total wave drag is found by
integrating the wave drag of all the strips along the wing.

The interference drag of the wing, strut, and fuselage
intersections are currently estimated using Hoerner
equations based on subsonic wind tunnel tests [19]. In
order to alleviate the problem associated with a sharp
wing-strut angle, the strut employed here is given the
shape of an arch and intersects the wing perpendicularly.
Analyses for an arch radius varying from 1 ft to 4 ft were
performed with CFD tools [20],[21]. Unstructured grids
were obtained with the advancing-front methodology
implemented in the code VGRIDns  [22]. The Euler
equations were solved using the CFD code USM3D [23],
[24] at the cruise Mach number of 0.85. The drag penalty
was obtained by subtracting the drag of the wing alone
from the drag of the strut-braced wing design. The
resulting number is a drag penalty associated with the
presence of the strut.  As the arch radius is increased,
the drag penalty decreases almost exponentially. From
these results, a curve fit is produced and used in the
present analysis to account for the drag of the wing-strut
junction.

STRUCTURES

Existing weight calculation models for the wing bending
material weight (such as the NASA Langley developed
FLOPS [25]) are inadequate to accurately predict the
wing weight of the SBW aircraft due to its unconventional
wing concept. Hence, a special wing bending weight
model was created to take into account the influence of

the strut on the structural wing design [9]. Also, a vertical
strut offset (at the wing-strut junction) was modeled in an
effort to reduce the wing/strut interference drag.

Previous studies on the strut-braced wing concept [3]
revealed that to prevent strut buckling, the strut
thickness had to be increased significantly. To address
this strut-buckling problem, a telescoping sleeve
mechanism was employed to allow the strut to be inactive
in compressive loads. Only during positive g conditions
does the strut activate.

To calculate the bending material weight, a piecewise
linear beam model, representing the wing structure as an
idealized double plate model, was used. Structural
optimization is implemented to distribute the bending
material based on three load cases, the 2.5g maneuver,
-1.0g pushover and the -2.0g taxi bump. Since the strut
is not active, high deflections in the wing are expected
for the -2.0g taxi bump. To maximize the beneficial
influence of the strut upon the wing structure, the strut
force and spanwise position of the wing-strut
intersection are optimized by the MDO code for the 2.5g
maneuver case. Detailed description of the wing
structures model can be found in reference [9].

WEIGHTS

To calculate the individual component weights of the
aircraft, equations from NASA Langley’s Flight
Optimization System (FLOPS) [25] that were
supplemented by LMAS, were used. These equations
calculated the individual component weights such as the
wing and fuselage weights. The wing bending material
weight (from which the total wing weight is calculated) is
obtained from the aforementioned wing-sizing module.
Detailed discussion of the weight models can be found
in [14].

PROPULSION

GE-90 class, high-bypass ratio turbofan engines are
used in this study. Rubber engine sizing was used to
scale the the engine to meet thrust requirements.

STABILITY AND CONTROL

FAR specifications require that an aircraft must be able to
maintain straight flight at 1.2 times the stalling speed with
one engine inoperative. It allows a maximum bank angle
of 5˚ with some sideslip angle. The lateral force provided
by the vertical tail provides most of the required yawing
moment needed to maintain straight flight in an engine-
out condition. However, for all the SBW configurations,
circulation control is used on the vertical tail to augment
the force provided by the vertical tail. The vertical tail lift
coefficient due to circulation control is limited to an upper
bound of 1.0. To calculate the stability derivatives, a
modified DATCOM empirical method was used.
Reference [26] provides a detailed explanation of the
stability and control model.
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PERFORMANCE

The range of the aircraft is calculated using the Breguet
range equation. The cruise altitude is set as a design
variable and hence is determined by the optimizer. To
account for the fuel burned during the climb segment to
initial cruise altitude, 95.6% of the Take-off Gross Weight
(TOGW) is used as the weight of the aircraft in this
calculation. For the L/D ratio, flight velocity and specific
fuel consumption, values at an average cruising altitude
and Mach number are used.

To calculate the initial cruise rate of climb, the altitude at
initial cruise has to be determined. Since the average
cruise altitude is set as a design variable, it can be used
to calculate the initial cruise altitude using the following
equation:

where  T, W, L, D, a and M are aircraft thrust, weight, lift,
total drag, Mach number and speed of sound
respectively. The Mach number and lift coefficient are
assumed to be constant, which allows us to calculate the
density and speed of sound at the initial altitude. The
weight of the aircraft is 95.6% of the TOGW, and the L/D
is assumed to be equal to the average cruise L/D.

The field performance analysis includes the calculation of
the second segment climb gradient and the balanced
field length. The second segment climb gradient
requirement is defined as the ratio of the rate of climb to
the forward velocity at full throttle while one engine is
inoperative and with the gear retracted, over a 50 foot
obstacle. When calculating the second segment climb
gradient, the engine thrust is corrected for density and
Mach number using a modified version of Mattingly’s
equation [27]. The balanced field length calculation is
done based on an empirical estimation from Torenbeek
[28].

The missed approach climb gradient is calculated using a
method similar to that used for the second segment
climb gradient. The difference in this calculation is that
both engines are operating (instead of being in an
engine out condition), and the weight of the aircraft is
taken to be 73% of the TOGW.

For the approach velocity, it is taken to be 59.2% of the
missed approach velocity, calculated while determining
the missed approach climb gradient.

Landing distance is determined using methods
suggested by Roskam and Lan [29]. It defines three legs
in the landing distance calculation, the air distance, free
roll distance and brake distance. The air distance is that
distance from the 50 foot obstacle to the point of wheel
touchdown, including the flare distance. The free roll
distance is the distance between touchdown and the
application of the brakes. The brake distance is the
distance covered while the brakes are applied.

CONSTRAINTS

A total of 12 inequality constraints are used during the
optimization process. These constraints reflect typical

restrictions on passenger transport design. Table 2 lists
the constraints. A brief description of each constraint is
given below. Detailed descriptions regarding the
individual constraints can be found in references [5], and
[14].

Description Constraint

Range 7500nmi + 500 nmi  <  Calculated Range

Initial Cruise Rate of
Climb Initial Cruise ROC  > 500 ft/min

Cruise Max. Allowable
Section CL

Calculated Maximum Cruise CL <  0.8

Fuel Capacity Fuel Weight <  Fuel Capacity

Engine-out Required Cn  <  Available Cn

Wing deflection Wing deflection <  20 ft.

Second Segment
Climb Gradient Calculated Gradient > 0.024

Balanced Field Length Balanced Field Length < 11000 ft.

Approach Velocity Approach Velocity  <  140 knots

Missed Approach
Climb Gradient Calculated Gradient > 0.021

Landing Distance Landing Distance < 11000 ft.

Slack Load Factor 0. < Strut Slack Load Factor  <  0.8

Table 2: Optimization constraints

Range         Constraint

The range constraint ensures that the aircraft meets the
minimum range requirement in the mission profile. In this
case, the minimum range is 7500 nmi with a 500 nmi
reserve.

Initial         Cruise         Rate         of         Climb         Constraint

This constraint requires that the available rate of climb at
the initial cruise altitude be greater than 500
feet/second.

Maximum         Allowable         Cruise         Section         C        L                      Constraint

This constraint ensures that the required section
maximum lift coefficient at cruise is less than a specified
maximum section lift coefficient. In this case, we set the
maximum section lift coefficient to have a value of 0.8.

Fuel         Capacity         Constraint

The fuel capacity constraint ensures that there is enough
tank volume to meet the specified range. Fuel can be
stored in nine different fuel tanks located in the fuselage
(3 tanks), the wings (4 tanks) and the strut (2 tanks). The
tanks in the wings are assumed to occupy 50% of the
chord of the wing, in between the front and rear spars.
These tanks are divided into spanwise strips to calculate
their fuel weight distribution. In this study, no fuel is
stored in the fuselage tanks. The optimized designs
show that fuel tanks in the wings alone are sufficient to
store the necessary fuel to meet range requirements.

R / CInitial Cruise =
T

W
−

1

L / D

 

 
 

 

 
 M a

(1)
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Engine          Out         Constraint

The engine out constraint ensures that this FAR
specification is met. Details of this analysis have been
discussed in the previous section.

Wing         Deflection         Constraint

The wing deflection constraint ensures that the wing or
the nacelles on the wing do not strike the ground during
taxi. The maximum deflection is set to 20 feet for all the
configurations. The actual deflection of the wing is
obtained from the structures model using a piecewise
linear beam model. The pylon and nacelles under the
wings are considered when determining the lowest point
on the wing.

Second         Segment         Climb         Gradient         Constraint

This constraint ensures that the FAR specifications,
which require that the minimum second segment climb
gradient for a twin engine passenger transport aircraft be
equal to 0.024, be met.

Balanced         Field         Length         Constraint

The balanced field length determines the takeoff
distance of the aircraft. The constraint requires that the
calculated balanced field length does not exceed the
stipulated maximum field length. In this study, the
maximum field length is set to 11,000 ft.

Approach         Velocity         Constraint

The approach velocity constraint limits the approach
velocity of the aircraft to a maximum of 140 knots.

Missed         Approach         Climb         Gradient         Con         straint

The missed approach climb gradient constraint restricts
the missed approach climb gradient to be greater than
the specified minimum value. The minimum missed
approach climb gradient for a twin engine passenger
transport aircraft specified in the FAR is 0.021.

Landing         Distance         Constraint

The landing distance constraint limits the landing
distance of the aircraft to be less than the maximum
balanced field length (11,000 ft).

Slack         Load         Factor         Constraints

To prevent buckling, the strut is designed to take loads
in tension only. In compression, the strut disengages
under a certain load through a telescoping sleeve
mechanism. This is necessary to prevent strut buckling.
The slack load factor is defined as the load factor at which
the strut initially engages. The slack load factor constraint
ensures that the slack load factor remains in the region of
0 and 0.8. It was found that without this constraint, the
optimizer chooses a slack load factor of approximately 1,

which implies that the strut engages right at the cruise
condition. This is undesirable since dynamic effects
(such as gusts) would cause the strut to engage and
disengage frequently in cruise. With a maximum slack
load factor of 0.8, the strut will always be engaged most
of the time in cruise.

RESULTS OF THE OPTIMIZATION

Figures 2 to 5 summarize the results obtained from the
optimization. The wing mounted engines SBW aircraft
gives the most savings in TOGW over a similarly
designed cantilever aircraft at 14.3%. Fuel weight
savings for this design is at 16%. Overall, the SBW
aircraft provides significant savings in both TOGW and
fuel weight over the cantilever aircraft.

Cantilever Optimum

TOGW = 607656.2 lbs.
Fuel Weight = 221692.2 lbs.

52.0 ft

27.3 ft

7.09 ft

104.4 ft

37.6º

Centerline t/c = 0.170
Break t/c = 0.117
Tip t/c = 0.083

Figure 2: Optimized Cantilever Wing Aircraft Design.

Fuselage Mounted Engines SBW
TOGW = 546708 lbs. (10.0%)
Fuel Weight = 190366 lbs. (14.1%)

34.3 ft

6.74 ft

106.6 ft

32.1º

7.36 ft

75.1 ft
(0.71)

Centerline t/c = 0.140
Break t/c = 0.066
Tip t/c = 0.078
Strut t/c = 0.082
Strut Sweep = 20.0º

Figure 3: Optimized Fuselage Mounted Engines SBW
Design. Percentages in parenthesis are comparisons

with the optimized Cantilever Wing Aircraft.

Wing Mounted Engines SBW

TOGW = 521023 lbs. (14.3%)
Fuel Weight = 185892 lbs. (16.2%)

33.0 ft

7.06 ft

101.8 ft

31.5º

6.95 ft

61.1 ft (0.61)

Centerline t/c = 0.140
Break t/c = 0.074
Tip t/c = 0.076
Strut t/c = 0.082
Strut Sweep = 20.4º

Figure 4: Optimized Wing Mounted Engines SBW
Design. Percentages in parenthesis are comparisons

with the optimized Cantilever Wing Aircraft.
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Although these results look promising for the SBW
concept, further study is needed to better understand
the individual designs. To achieve this, a study of the
effects of the constraints on the different optimized
designs was done.

EFFECTS OF DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

METHODOLOGY

The sensitivities of the constraints were obtained by
calculating the associated Lagrange multipliers.
Techniques used to compute optimal sensitivity
information are summarized in reference [30]. Although
the optimizer uses the method of feasible directions
(which does not calculate the Lagrange multipliers), the
output obtained can be used to calculate the multipliers.

In general, the optimization problem can be
mathematically represented in terms of the objective
function (F), design variables (xi), and the constraints (g j)
as

minimize F, where F = F(x1,x2,.….xn)  for I =1,n

subject to g j-limit  gj(x1,x2,.….xn)  for j =1,m

This optimization problem leads to the optimality
condition :

Where j are the Lagrange multipliers. It can be shown
that the derivative of the objective function at the
optimum point, F(X*) with respect to the constraint limit,
g j-limit is equal to the Lagrange multiplier.

To solve for the Lagrange multipliers, we can write the
optimality equation in the form:

Given ∇F(X*) and ∇g(X*), we can solve for { }. To
further simplify the problem, we know that if a constraint
is inactive, its respective Lagrange multiplier will be zero.
Hence, this reduces the number of unknowns to the
number of active constraints. In light of this, when the
number of equations exceed the number of unknowns,
a least-square solution is obtained.

To compare the importance of various constraints, the
logarithmic derivative was calculated. This is defined as

The logarithmic derivative gives the percent change of
the TOGW due to a percent change in the constraint.
Therefore, we can use this derivative to compare the
sensitivities of the designs with respect to the
constraints, and identify the key constraints.  

Since the constraints are normalized by the optimizer,
the logarithmic derivative can be obtained by scaling the
Lagrange multipliers by the TOGW of the designs. Also,
to qualitatively represent the sensitivity of the
derivatives, the Lagrange multipliers are unscaled by
dividing each variable with its corresponding constraint
limit.

RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the logarithmic sensitivity of all the
constraints considered. The results show that the range
constraint is the most important constraint, with a
logarithmic sensitivity approximately six times larger than
the next highest derivative. This is an expected result as
the fuel weight is mainly determined by the range
constraint.  Also, since the range is a design
requirement, we would expect this constraint to have a
large impact on the designs.

Tip Mounted Engines SBW

TOGW = 523563 lbs. (13.8%)
Fuel Weight = 185159 lbs. (16.5%)

32.6 ft

10.3 ft

95.6 ft

32.1º
4.43 ft

86.0 ft (0.90)

Centerline t/c = 0.150
Break t/c = 0.098
Tip t/c = 0.076
Strut t/c = 0.080
Strut Sweep = 30.4º

Figure 5: Optimized Tip Mounted Engines SBW
Design. Percentages in parenthesis are comparisons

with cantilever aircraft

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Range (7500 nmi)

Section Cl Max
(0.8)

Engine Out

Wing Deflection
(20 ft)

Second Segment
Climb Grad.

(0.0024)

Balanced Field
Length (11000 ft)

Approach Velocity
(140 kts)

Upper Strut Slack
Load Factor (0.8)

% change in TOGW due to % change in constraint

Tip Mounted Engines SBW

Wing Mounted Engines SBW

Fuselage Mounted Engines SBW
Cantilever Wing Optimum

Figure 6: Logarithmic sensitivity of the design
configuration with respect to the constraints

(2)

(3)

 (4)

∇F(X) + λ j ∇g j(X) = 0
i=1

m

∑

(5)
du

dx
=

d(logu )

d(log x)
=

du / u

dx / x

∂F(X*)

∂g j −limit
= −λ j

F(X*){ } + ∇g(X*)[ ] λ{ } = 0
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We can see that the balanced field length and second
segment climb gradient constraint are also important.
However, we find that where there is a comparison, the
SBW designs are generally less sensitive to the
constraints compared to the cantilever wing design. Only
in the case of the balanced field length constraint is this
not true. This is an important result as it implies that if the
constraints are tightened, the SBW designs will incur a
smaller penalty compared to the cantilever wing design. It
would therefore allow designers more flexibility in the
design of the SBW aircraft.

Table 3 gives a ranking of the different constraints for the
designs. As mentioned earlier, the range constraint
ranks the highest in all the constraints. Another trend
that we see is that the slack load factor constraint is the
least important constraint in the list for all three SBW
designs (the slack load factor constraint does not apply
to the cantilever design). Otherwise, there is no
noticeable trend between the designs for the other
constraints. This indicates that each design is distinct,
and each design needs to be examined individually.

Table 4 shows the unscaled sensitivities of the designs
with respect to the constraints. These values should only
be compared between different designs for each
constraint. This table gives the change in TOGW in
pounds for a unit change in the constraint. For example,
for the cantilever wing optimum, an increase in a nautical
mile of range would result in a 57.7 lbs increase in
TOGW. Another way of interpreting this is that a 10%
decrease in range would result in a predicted reduction
of TOGW by 43305lbs (750nmi557.75lbs/nmi). On the
other hand, increasing the cruise section Cl max to 0.9 will
reduce the weight by only 5724lbs. Table 3 provides us
with an estimate with which we can use to predict the
change in TOGW if the constraint limits are changed. The
second segment climb gradient is shown twice, the first
in units of lbs per radians, while the second listing has

the units of lbs per degree. This is done to give the
reader a better feel for the magnitude of the sensitivity.

From Table 4, we find again that the SBW designs are
generally less sensitive to the constraints compared to
the cantilever wing aircraft.

Attention should also be given to the engine out
constraint and approach velocity constraint. For the
engine out constraint, only the tip mounted engines
SBW design is active. This is expected due to the large
yawing moments created due to the large separation of
engine and centerline during an engine out condition.
This result suggests that only the tip mounted engines
SBW design would likely need the benefits of circulation
control on the vertical tail (although in this study,
circulation control on the vertical tail is included for all the
designs). For the approach velocity constraint, only the
cantilever wing design is active. It indicates that the SBW
designs have a lower approach velocities than that of the
cantilever aircraft.

To verify the sensitivities obtained, a comparison
between the sensitivity estimate and the actual change
in optimal solution was done for each of the constraints.
The sensitivities generally match the optimal solution
within a band of ± 10% (for the range constraint, the
sensitivity is within ± 5% of the optimal solution). A
detailed description of this comparison can be found in
reference [31].

DESIGN SPACE VISUALIZATION

Although the constraint sensitivities allow us to gauge
the impact of the constraints to the designs, it does not
identify crucial constraints that limit the designs. To do
this, a graphical interpretation of the design space is
needed.  A common tool used by aircraft designers to
understand and visualize the design space is by making
plots called ‘carpet plots’ or ‘thumbprint plots’. In most
preliminary designs efforts, these plots are used to
select the best combination of thrust-to-weight ratio
(T/W) and wing loading (W/S) that will give the lowest
TOGW.

Cantilever 
Wing 

Optimum

Fuselage 
Mounted 
Engines 

SBW

Wing 
Mounted 
Engines 

SBW

Tip 
Mounted 
Engines 

SBW
Range (7500 nmi) 57.74 46.12 40.53 41.22

Section Cl Max (0.8) -57240 -23310 -41370 0
Engine Out 0.00 0.00 0.00 469400.00

Wing Deflection (20 ft) 0.0 0.0 -630.5 -1198.0
Second Segment Climb 

Grad. (0.0024) 1519000 452200 457800 1336000
Second Segment Climb 

Grad. (lbs/deg) 26520 7897 7994 23330
Balanced Field Length 

(11000 ft) -0.16 -6.34 -3.51 0.00
Approach Velocity 

(140 kts) -264.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Upper Strut Slack Load 

Factor (0.8) 0.0 -556.6 -738.1 -5411.6

Unscaled Sensitivities (lbs/*)

Constraint

Table 4: Table of unscaled sensitivities of designs with
respect to the constraints. Values in parenthesis
indicate the constraint limit used in unscaling the
sensitivities. The second listing of the second segment
climb gradient is in units lbs/deg.

Cantilever
Wing

Optimum

Fuselage
Mounted

Engines SBW

Wing
Mounted

Engines SBW

Tip Mounted

Engines SBW

1 Range Range Range Range

2 Section Cl
Max

Balanced
Field Length

Balanced
Field Length

Engine Out

3 Approach
Velocity

Section Cl
Max

Section Cl
Max

Second

Segment
Climb

Gradient

4
Second

Segment

Climb

Second

Segment
Climb

Gradient

Wing
Deflection

Wing
Deflection

5 Balanced
Field Length

Upper Strut

Slack Load

Factor

Second

Segment
Climb

Gradient

Upper Strut

Slack Load

Factor

6

Upper Strut

Slack Load
Factor

Section Cl

Max

Rankings

Table 3: Table of rankings of the constraints for
different aircraft configurations.
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A ‘thumbprint plot’ is a contour plot of the TOGW at
constant values of T/W and W/S.  This is done once the
aircraft configuration has been determined. While
changing values of W/S and T/W, the aircraft is scaled to
the meet the required mission range. In other words,
while keeping the aircraft planform fixed, the aircraft wing
is scaled in size to meet the range requirements.
Constraint lines are also cross-plotted, showing feasible
and infeasible regions. This allows the designer to
analyze the aircraft’s performance vs. the requirements.

In this study, thumbprint plots will be made to analyze the
different configurations. Although the optimizer already
provides us with the optimum configuration (and hence
the best combination of T/W and W/S for the lowest
TOGW), the plots will enable us to further understand the
designs and identify critical constraints that limit the
designs. It will also indicate how constrained each design
is.  While the sensitivity calculation discussed previously
provide information on how sensitive the design is to
each constraint, it does not indicate which constraint
limits the design. In other words, although a design could
be sensitive to a certain constraint, the design may not lie
right against a constraint limit line. It is possible that this
optimum design is within the ‘active’ band of the
constraint (but not on its edge) since a certain tolerance
level is used in determining if a constraint is active or not.
Areas where the design is infeasible (i.e. the design
violates one or more constraints) are darkened. It should
be noted again that every point in the plot satisfies the
range constraint. Therefore, a range constraint is not
present in any of the plots.

Figure 7 shows the thumbprint plot corresponding to the
cantilever wing optimum design. From the legend, we
can see that the lowest TOGW design corresponds to a
small T/W value. Hence, the area on the lower right of the
plot represents the feasible region for the design. The
plot shows that the optimum design provided by the
optimizer is within the vicinity of the lowest TOGW
feasible design. The plot also shows how the balanced
field length, maximum cruise section CL and second
segment climb gradient constraint lines intersect at the
lowest TOGW feasible design. This indicates that the
design is well balanced, with the right combination of
design variable values that exploits the constraints fully. It
should be noted that the aircraft planform is fixed
throughout this plot, and hence changing any of the

design variables would change the constraint lines and
the shape of the contours. We can also infer from this
plot that the balanced field length, maximum cruise
section CL  and second segment climb gradient
constraint limits the design of the cantilever wing
optimum aircraft. The approach velocity constraint,
although indicated as an active constraint by the
optimizer, does not limit this design.

Figure 8 is the thumbprint plot for the fuselage mounted
engines SBW design. The plot is very similar to that for
the cantilever wing optimum, except that the minimum
TOGW feasible design has a lower T/W value. Like the
cantilever wing optimum, the balanced field length,
maximum cruise section CL and second segment climb
gradient constraints limit the design, and their lines
intersect each other at one point.

The thumbprint plot for the wing mounted
engines SBW in Figure 9 is slightly different from the
previous plots shown. First, the balanced field length
constraint line does not intersect the maximum cruise
section CL and second segment climb gradient constraint
lines at the same point, but is close to this point.
Because of this, the minimum TOGW feasible design is

Wing Deflection

Balanced Field
Length

Second Segment
Climb Gradient

Balanced Field
Length

Max Section CL

Second Segment
Climb Gradient

Optimum Point

Approach Velocity

Figure 7: Thumbprint plot of the cantilever wing
optimum design.

Balanced Field
LengthMax Section CL

Second Segment
Climb Gradient

Optimum Point

Figure 8: Thumbprint plot of the fuselage mounted
engines SBW optimum design.

Balanced Field
Length

Max Section CL

Second Segment
Climb Gradient

Wing Deflection

Optimum Point

Figure 9: Thumbprint plot of the wing mounted
engines SBW optimum design.
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limited by the second segment climb gradient and
balanced field length. If the balanced field length
constraint is relaxed (i.e. moving the line higher and to
the left), the minimum TOGW design will be limited by the
maximum cruise section CL constraint. It can be seen that
the wing deflection constraint bounds the left side of the
design space. We can expect this to happen since
increasing the engine thrust (and hence increasing the
value of T/W) would increase the weight of the engines
on the wings. This would result in a larger wing
deflection. In the case of W/S, increasing the wing area
(and hence reducing the value of W/S), would size the
wing with a larger span, and result in larger wing
deflections. Although the wing deflection constraint
does not limit the wing mounted engines SBW design, it
causes the feasible design space to form a ‘channel’.
This smaller feasible design space is indicative of a more
difficult optimization.

Figure 10 shows the thumbprint plot for the tip mounted
engines SBW. In this plot, we find that there is only a
small area where the design is feasible. This feasible
space is bounded by the second segment climb
gradient, engine out and wing deflection constraints.
The small feasible design space for the tip mounted
engines SBW explains why the tip mounted engines
SBW configuration is the most difficult to optimize. The
small feasible design space also indicates that there is
little flexibility in the design from the optimum point
without violating any of the constraints. Although the
second segment climb gradient constraint limits this
design, the engine out condition constraint bounds the
feasible design space, and should also be considered an
important constraint to consider for this configuration.
The fact that the engine out condition constraint is only
important for the tip mounted engines SBW case is
expected, since we would expect large yawing moments
during an engine out condition with the engines on the
wing tips. As mentioned before, the vertical tails use
circulation control to augment the yawing moment. One
can expect the feasible design space to be smaller, or
that the design would not have a feasible solution if

circulation control is not used for this SBW configuration.

From the thumbprint plots, we find one consistent trend
in all the design configurations. This trend is that the
second segment climb gradient constraint is a strong

limiting factor in all of the designs. Since this constraint is
a FAR requirement, the possibility of relaxing this
constraint does not exist. In order to overcome or obtain
more savings in TOGW, design factors that address the
second segment climb gradient constraint should be
considered. These factors include providing more
engine thrust without incurring significant weight
penalties and increasing the maximum lift to drag ratio at
take-off.

CONCLUSIONS

A study of the effects of constraints in the
multidisciplinary design optimization of a strut-braced
wing transonic transport aircraft was done. The study was
also done for a reference cantilever wing baseline
aircraft. The study helped to understand the design
process and its interdependencies between different
aircraft design disciplines.

The study revealed that the designs are most sensitive
to the range and field performance constraints. However,
the use of a strut helps to reduce the penalties incurred
by these constraints. In other words, the SBW design is
less sensitive to most constraints than the cantilever
wing design.

The design space visualzation technique that uses the
concept of thumbprint plots provides insight into the
driving factors of the aircraft design. It was found that in all
the configurations, the second segment climb gradient
constraint was the limiting factor. Also, it was found that
the tip mounted engines SBW design was the most
constrained from the four different configurations. The
design space for the cantilever wing and fuselage
mounted engines SBW designs are similar.
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